Masonic Monday Question for February 19, 2007

Masonic Words and Phrases
by
W.J. Collett
Past Grand Master, Grand Lodge of Alberta AF & AM

Brethren:

In this brief discourse allotted to us, we will endeavor to trace and analyze the application of uncommon words and phrases used in Masonry. The meaning, spelling, pronunciation and application of some of these words have varied considerably in the past and even up to the present. Some of the pronunciations and spellings are now obsolete except for their usage in Masonic phraseology.

The study of these words and their Symbolic meaning will certainly enlighten and broaden the mind of the Masonic student and perhaps interest him in further study along these lines.

With that as an introduction we will get right to this weeks Masonic Monday Question... Once again submitted by our Illustrious Bro Tom Hendrickson...

Question: Why is a lodge meeting called a "Communication"?

Hoping u will enjoy looking into this as well as a few other rather uncommon words and symbolisms of masonry.

When you have your answer ready, please send it to Bro Glenn at>> Gkiecker@aol.com
Remember:
RESEARCH can be fun:
And may also be a thing which stimulates contemplation....smile

I am running very low on questions sent in---SO>>>>>>
If you have a question you would like to have considered for posting for a Masonic Monday question please send it or some... .
together with the answer and source...oh coarse..smile

Fraternally,
Bro Glenn D Kiecker